JASON HEWLETT CSP, CPAE
Having delivered thousands of presentations over 2
decades, Jason Hewlett is the only speaker in the
world teaching leadership in a performance of
uncanny musical and comedy impressions, utilizing
the legends of stage. The Promise: Become a
Legendary Leader and discover your Signature
Moves is a keynote speech that feels like a show,
with proven processes and immediately
implementable takeaways to transform your
business and leadership skills.
Jason is the author of the Facebook post entitled, “I
Saw My Wife at Target Today”, which has been
seen by more than 100 million people. A recent,
and one of the youngest inductees in the
prestigious Speaker Hall of Fame, his talks inspire
leadership from the perspective of a Promise, while
giving attendees an engaging, entertaining, and
educational experience all in one.
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I have been strongly influenced by the best motivational speakers our world has to offer over the last 30 years. I have
also laughed and admired the talents of the greatest comedians. Never have I seen a speaker combine the talents of
the motivator with the talents of the comedian like Jason Hewlett does. He may be from another galaxy!
- Jeff Shoop
As an event planner for the past 24 years, I’m not afraid to say that I can be hard to
impress. I have booked Past Presidents, Astronauts, Motivational Speakers, Sports
Celebrities, Magicians, and Drum Corps so I’ve seen my fair share of presenters. If you
want to look like a “Rock Star” to your Clients, Board of Directors and Conference
Attendees, you MUST book JASON HEWLETT! I have never been more impressed, and
received such an overwhelming response about a performance. His presentation, delivery,
musical interpretation and comedic timing WOW’d the audience! Two weeks after the
conference and members are still talking about him! I cannot wait to book him for other
clients I work with! HE KILLED IT!
- Kim O'Dell

Just a Few of the Clients Who Love Jason & His Message:
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